Job Summary
Job Title: Senior Mechanical Engineer (Space)
Grade: 8
Salary: £43,257 to £48,677 per annum
Department: Space Engineering Group, Physics & Astronomy
Hours/Contract: Full-time permanent
Job Reference: 602
Role Purpose
The role will lead several mechanical engineering activities and provide system mechanical
engineering expertise to the SRC’s projects. To provide leadership to a number of high profile flight
projects in the mechanical engineering discipline, interacting variously with ESA, CNES, CAS and NASA
on a regular basis. Manage the day to day work of the system engineering teams within larger
projects or on an individual basis within the project. Currently the SRC has the PI role in the SXI
instrument on the SMILE mission with ESA/CAS (launch 2023); development of the X-ray optic for the
CNES/CAS SVOM mission (launch 2022); PI role on the SXI instrument on the ESA M5 Theseus mission
Phase A study; consultancy to ESA/CAS on the Einstein Probe mission and many other projects.
Provide broad guidance to projects in many varied areas of investigation, from (e.g.) ground based
instrumentation (CTA) to healthcare.The Engineering group runs Siemens NX and Team Centre
Systems for design and engineering information management.
Principal Responsibilities

% Time

Provide leadership and system level management of mechanical engineering activities 60
within the SRC’s projects by leading and managing project mechanical engineering teams,
or working in projects on an individual basis. This will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Providing innovative engineering design and analysis expertise on projects
(thermal, vibrational, structural), including the application of PA to their work as
appropriate (in coordination with the PA manager);
Management of and responsibility for interactions with external agencies for these
projects;
Meeting project requirement, financial budget constraints and to strict deadlines;
Interacting with and managing preparations for reviews by international bodies
and institutes such as the European Space Agency and NASA.
Providing project documentation as appropriate, including reports to conferences
and publication in journals.

Provide expertise to external bodies in the support of strategically important activities

10

Provide support of future project bids including skills advice in the formulation of bids to 10
(e.g.) ESA and grant bodies
10
Undertake self-development activities
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To undertake appropriate duties as required by management and the Director

10

Internal and External Relationships
To discuss on a regular basis, the overall work programme with the Engineering Group’s Senior Managers
to determine overall project priorities;
Daily interactions with the engineering design teams, AIV and laboratory technicians, and other project
personnel (PIs & PM etc) to determine short term project priorities;
The post-holder is expected to bring to the attention of the PA engineer any process or practices which
give rise to PA concerns.
To act as a high-level point of contact for SRC interactions with external bodies in engineering matters
as required by the work plan.
Planning and Organising
Planning own work and, where involved in leading system teams, that of project engineering teams to
meet short and long terms goals.
Generation and management of significant amounts of project information, drawings, technical
documents, reports etc;
Inputs to planning, providing project cost and timescale estimates;
Qualifications, Knowledge and Experience
Essential
•
•

Degree level qualification in mechanical engineering and significant years of professional
experience*
Experience of Engineering IT infrastructure*

Desirable
•
•
•
•
•

Experience in mechanical engineering in space instrumentation
Knowledge of hardware development cycle as generally applied to space hardware projects
Experience of managing Engineering IT infrastructure
Knowledge of structural, thermal and opto-mechanical design techniques as applied to space
instrumentation hardware
Experience of carrying a System Engineering role

Skills, Abilities and Competencies
Essential
•
•
•

Demonstrated team leadership
Use of CAD & life-cycle management software
Use of analysis packages for structural and thermal verification
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•
•
•

Ability to work independently but with an understanding of where wider consultation is needed
Ability to work as part of a team
Competence with standard office programmes such as MS word

*Criteria to be used in shortlisting candidates for interview
VITAL
The University encourages all staff to live our VITAL values which are:
Valuing People, Innovators, Together, Accountable, Leaders.
Equality and Diversity
We believe that equality, diversity and inclusion is integral to a successful modern workplace. By
developing and implementing policies and systems that challenge stereotypes across all aspects of our
work, we have a culture that recognises and values the diverse contributions of our staff which
benefits everyone. Our strong values of inclusivity and equality support our efforts to attract a diverse
range of high quality staff and students, and identify our University as a progressive and innovative
workplace that mainstreams equality, diversity and inclusion.
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